U.S. - Canada Space Collaboration
U.S. Canada Collaboration

- CUSM Agreement
- Ontario Michigan Trade MOU
- U.S. – Canada No1 Trade Partners
- 35 US States have Canada as their No 1 Trade Partner
- NASA – ESA Partnerships
- Canadarm - ISS
- Astronaut Program
- James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)
- Rover Program
- Radarsat Constellation
- Integrated Supply Chain
Canadian Projects

- Lunar Gateway
- Canadarm 3
- Space Robotic
- Cubesat Program
- North Star Earth and Space Constellation
- Telesat Constellation
Key Canadian Expertise

- Ground Systems and Stations Manufacturing
- Space Systems Manufacturing
- Satellite Operations
- Research, Engineering And Consulting Services
- Added Value Products and Applications
- Services
Michigan Launch Initiative

1. Artificial Intelligence in Space
2. Internet Of Things
3. Detection – Border Sovereignty
4. Robotics
5. Ground Stations
6. Digital Technologies
7. MLI Operational Security Plan
8. International Collaboration
9. Technology and Innovation
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